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THe BG news

An
Independent
Student
Voice

By Mi r m Cwlk
Sulf Reporter
Remember when tuition at the
University was only II a semester"
Naomi Williams does

'15 freshman
reminisces
about college

Williams. 77. was one of the original
students to attend the University-then
known as Bowling Green State Normal
College--when it first opened in 1915
It was a lot of fun and a lot of hard
work." she said about her college
years
Since the University was not quite
ready to aecomodate students in the
summer of 1915. Williams said her first
college courses, a science course
taught by Dr Edwin L Moseley and an
Knglish literature course, were taught
in the high school
THE NEXT time she attended the
University was in 1916 with her sister
Helen, when tuition had gone up to tlO
a semester
The two became
elementary education majors because
there wasn't much choice of other
majors
Though Williams started her college
career in 1915. she interspersed it with
outside teaching, and did not graduate
until 1933
"I usually went in the summer
because 1 didn't have anything else to
do in this town." she said. "I'd have
every class at 7 la.m.) if I could so 1
could get there to get it over with "

ONE OF THE problems Williams
said she faced in getting to classes was
being held up by a train, and therefore,
being late The University had a
penalty for latecomers
"When you were late, you had to go
into the office and get a pink ticket."
she said, adding that this ticket was
then shown to the professor of the class
you were late for
You didn't miss
classes then "
The University had even more
severe penalties lor those who cut
classes. Williams said, because the
class time of students was put on
record
"THERE WAS no skipping classes."
she said. You skippH once and you
gotan'F' -that was* "
He.' first teaching job was in 1916.
when she taught in Wood County
Schools for nine months at 160 per
month
Williams then taught in Kossford.
and then did substitute teaching in
Cincinnati for ten years
When she felt like doing "real
teaching" again, she said, she went to
Columbus
Because she allowed
student teachers from Ohio State University and Capital University to teach
in her classroom, she was able to take
classes at the two universities tuitionfree
One of her most memorable years of
teaching in Columbus was the year she
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had 49 children in a third grade class
SHE CAN sIII 1 remember the
names of some of her students
"You remember the ones who cause
you trouble and the ones that tickled
you to death, she mused
One student that stands out in her
mind is a little boy named Steve who
used to eat garlic in her class and then
deny he had done so when she asked
him to stop
Williams returned to Howling Green
in 1965 She now lives at 316 N
Enterprise, and takes in male student
boarders
"1 take in boy students because I
raised a son.' she said. I talk to them
just like their mother would "
SHE COLLECTS antiques,
especially old jugs She still has a
small china shoe she received as a
child for saying the Lord's Prayer
and all the other things you say when
you're nine years old."
She takes a class on Wednesday night
in horticulture She likes the students
in her class, and must be liked by them
due to their reception of her a
Wednesday after she had missed the
week before
1 was so surprised because they
said We missed you
"I thought at my age no one misses
you." she said

Naomi Williams

Panel suggests drug training for officers
By Lorralae Jameson
Sufi Reporter
The Campus Safety Advisory Panel
yesterday advised Dale F Shaffer.
Campus Safety director, to obtain drug
crisis management training for the
Campus Safety officers on his staff
The recommendation followed a
discussion of drug problems and drug
crisis management by three counselors
from KARMA, the drug treatment
center
According to Dave Myers, senior
lA&Si. persons trained in drug crisis
management are able to handle
someone who is suffering from an
overdoae. They learn how to
communicate with victims of drug

abuse, and to tell when bospita ization
is required, he said
Campus Safety officers do not have
training in drug crisis management
Shaffer said Officers do have first aid
training
KARMA volunteers are
available to help on-campus students
experiencing drug crisis However.
KARMA volunteers cannot enter a
dormitory room to help a drug victim
without the permission of Dr Richard
R Eakin. vice provost for student
affairs, who gives the hall director
permission to allow KARMA workers
to enter a room. KARMA calls.
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr. in Dr. Eakin's absence
MYERS SAID having to obtain
permission from Dr Eakin to enter

dormitory rooms is not practical "We
are dealing with lives." he said
There is a real worry whether or not
that person will be alive or dead when
we reach them
Earl Britt, senior iKd I and
chairman of the advisory panel, said he
felt drug crisis management training
might improve Campus Safety
officers' rapport with young persons
The training might also make Campus
Safety officers' jobs easier and safer
because they would know how to deal
with a violent drug reaction, he added
Glen Weiringa, graduate student in
rehabilitation
counseling
and
coordinator for the Alternatives in
Education Drug Program, expressed
some hesitation at the idea of Campus

Safety officers receiving drug training
He said complications might arise
because many drug overdose victims
become very frightened al the sight of
a uniform of any kind
Shaffer said he would look into
obtaining training for his officers from
KARMA workers
THE PANEL ALSO discussed
KARMA's work with overdose victims
at University concerts Volunteers set
up cots in the lockerrtioms ai Anderson
Arena, and 10 two-member teams of
volunteers are available during the
concert to help people with a drug
problem, said Weiringa. who is also a
KARMA counselor
Two or three teams stay on the main
floor of the Arena, he said, while the

rest rove among the bleachers
According to Weiringa. the
Aerosmith concert, which was held in
October, was one of the worst for drug
abuse cases. Mar.y of the cases were
alcohol related, and many concert
goers mixed alcohol with pills, he said
The high incidence of alcohol abuse
was not limited to the Aerosmith
concert. Myers said Alcohol abuse has
risen, while the abuse of psychedelic
drugs has lessened somewhat, he said
Mixing barbiturates with alcohol is
one of KARMA's biggest problems.
Myers said The abuse of phencyclidine
il'CPi. a veterinary tranquilizer. is
becoming a large hazard among junior
high and high school students, he said
Most drugs come into the University

through the community Myers said
Heroin is not much of a problem at the
University, since Heroin abuse usually
occurs in the community, he said
Besides providing help for drug
abuse victims. KARMA is trying to
educate the community about drugs.
Myers said KARMA workers have
spoken at high schools and for
community groups about drug use
Myers said KAHMA speakers
discuss why people take drugs, and
alternatives to drug use such as
meditation and music They also try to
show the positive and negative aspect
of taking drugs
KARMA workers also have trained
high school guidance counselors about
drug abuse, he said

Students respond negatively
to proposed check-off system
By Mary Zitello
Stall Reporter
Students would rather donate money
for entertainment purposes than
student government, according to a
poll taken among those students who
voted in last week's Student
Government Association (SGAI
elections
Students were asked if they would be
willing to donate 13 for an
entertainment concert committee and
responded by voting 827 for to 652
against.
In answer to whether they would be
willing to donate $2 to SGA. instead of
SGA receiving money from the general
fee, the result was 547 for to 926
against

Spock falk

THE POLLING was the result of the
negative check-off system proposed by
SGA President Douglas Bugie and
Cultural Boost Coordinator Ed Chima.
according to President-elect W
Randall Hathaway.
Under the proposed system, two
boxes would be placed on students'
billing statement The bill would state
that the students are to check the box if
they do not wish to donate $3 to

Actor Uoncwd Nimoy, Star Trek's Mr. Spock. •aland* the Vulcan greeting of
prosperity and long life to a standing-room-only crowd last night in the Grand
Ballroom (Newsphoto by Michael G. Gtone).

Cultural Boost, and to check the other
box if they do not wish to donate $2 to
SGA
Those students wanting to donate the
money to either organization would
leave the boxes blank They would then
be billed for the amount
"I DON'T think it's a good idea at
all." Hathaway said. "You have to
consider the individuality of each
student when proposing something like
this and not everyone as a whole. Some
students just don't think SGA is worth
donating money to and they are
entitled to their opinion
Hathaway said since only 547
students of those who voted said yes
they would donate the 12 . it would just
give SGA 11.180 to work with during the
school year
"This is 113,000 less than what we
originally have." he said "So really
we would be losing under the system "
He added that he doesn't think SGA
needs any more money than they are
allotted
"We can work well with what we
get." he said "If we do have our
budget cut then we might look at the
possibility of being a fund-raising
organization and raise money through
various means."

Nimoy contends space not final frontier
By Neecy Mieeckr

"You're a wiley. emotional bunch of
humans." said actor Leonard Nimoy,
better known as Mr Spock, the
emotionless Vulcan on Star Trek, as he
opened his speech last night before a
standing-room-only crowd In the Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Nimoy's appearance was the closing
event in Star Trek Week.
The crowd gave Nimoy a standing
ovation at he walked through the
audience to the speaker's platform.
Many members of that audience had
been waiting more than two hours to
hear the Star Trek actor speak.
After exchanging the Vulcan
greeting sign with the audience. Nimoy
told them about bis interest in science
I fiction and its application to the Star

l Trek series

"WE'RE LIVING in a science fiction
age," said Nimoy Although he said he
is not a science fiction buff, he said he
was aware of recent "scientific
concepts of the future.''
Nimoy explained how recent news
See rotated story en page five.

stories could be applied to "Star Trek
episodes." Commenting on the news of
the space shuttle to be launched in
1979. Nimoy said a crew of men and
women from various nations would be
scheduled to fly in space
"Look at progress like that, multiply
the number of people, and there you
have the U.S.S. Enterprise." be said.
"Space is not really the final
frontier." said Nimoy. "There are

many scientific areas
explored "

yet

to

be

Among some of the "things he's been
thinking about." is the concept of
"body farming." Although science
may now be able to try body farming,
it is "something we're not ready for."
according to Nimoy
BODY FARMING would involve
using a human body after death for
spare parts Hospitals would maintain
bodies and use them for such things as
skin grafts and organ transplants.
"There would probably be some
negative reaction to the idea." he said.
"but It's an interesting question.''
During the long question and answer
period. Nimoy told local "trekkies"
that "I doubt very much that Star Trek
will come hack as a series "

He said Star Trek was canceled
because someone at NBC lost faith in
it. Through syndication, though, it is
now being seen by far more people
than it was in prime time
Although Gene Roddenberry. creator
of the series, had mentioned the
possibility of a Star Trek film in his
talk Sunday. Nimoy was unable to say
if be would agree to play Spock.
He also explained how certain
conventions became part of the series
because a particular script called for a
special feature.
THE IDEA for the Vulcan greeting
was inspired by religious experiences
from Nimoy's childhood in Boston.
Mass. As a child, he said he attended
Jewish Orthodox services with his
parents When the officiates blessed

the congregation. Nimoy said he was
told to turn his back so he wouldn't see
the blessing
But being a curious boy of eight.
Nimoy turned around and saw the
officiate give the sign of blessing:
hands raised with two fingers on each
side forming the shape of a "V" which
Star Trek adapted as the Vulcan "sign
of greeting."
Asked by a female member of the
audience what he thought about being
"exotic dream material for half the
women in the country." Nimoy said,
"may all your dreams come true "
As for future plans. Nimoy next week
will be appearing in a play in Austin.
Texas Meanwhile, he is finishing a
book on the "entire Spock experience,"
the show, and what has happened to
him since the show's cancellation in
1969

Hathaway said there really hasn't
been any investigation into the checkoff system to find its pro and cons, and
he would like to research the system
"THERE HAS been no investigation
here or on any other campuses to see if
the system does really work." he said
"I would like to study its effect on
those campuses that do use it If it is
succeeding there, fine, we may try it.
If not. I see no reason to try it here."
Coordinator of Cultural Boost-elect
James R. Jakeway. said he thinks
there are better means to acquire
money for entertainment purposes
Jakeway said he favors establishing
a concert committee to replace
Cultural Boost
"The concert committee is a good
idea because right now there are just
too many organizations trying to bill
groups for the University and resulting
inconfusion or getting nowhere."
A CONCERT committee would
eliminate this, he said, because groups
would be scheduled through one
committee
Jakeway said he would like to see
Union Activities Organization 1UAO1
and Cultural Boost merge and work
together
"Last year I'AO received $12,000 and
Cultural Boost $6,000 to work with " he
said "For the reason that I'At) does
receive twice the amount as Cultural
Boost does, they do not want to
combine the groups, which is
understandable No organization wants
to merge with another who is not
putting in the same amount of money "
But by having the donations going to
one committee instead of two groups.
Jakeway said more money would be
available for entertainment purposes.

Weather
Mostly cloudy with occasional
light snow today. Highs ID the mid
aad upper 38s. Partly cloudy with
a chance of snow flurries tonight
aad tomorrow. Lows tonight 15 to
20 Highs tomorrow in the lower
Ms. Probability of precipitation to
per cent today aad 30 per cent
toaight.

tat* 2/Th. BO N«w*, Metoy, Nfcrw-ry at, 1t7S

epueRiaLS
time has come
to abolish sga
Although the recent proposal to abolish the Student Government
Association (SGA) comes at a politically inopportune time, it is an idea
whose time has come.
At Wednesday night's SGA meeting, a proposal was passed calling (or a
student referendum on whether or not to abolish the organization.
The proposal was advanced by the outgoing SGA officers Because it
will affect next year's administration, the logical first reaction from
many students was that it was politically-motivated.
While there might be some political motivation involved, the proposal
has too much merit to be discarded.
An alternative to the present SGA structure, proposed by SGA
President Douglas G. Bugie. Coordinator of State and Community
Affairs Harold "Butch" Murnane and Student Senator Christopher
Mehling, would establish a student union independent of all
administrative ties.
The union would not be financially dependent on the administration, nor
would the administration have any control over it.
SGA is tied to the University by its constitution, which tends to make It
more responsive to it than to the students.
The student union would have no elected officials Any student wanting
to work on any problem or area would be free to join and to work as hard
as he or she wanted to work.
The union would be funded by students who wanted to Join it through
dues. The money generated bv the dues would be used for projects
deemed worthwhile by the men- jers.
Because any and all students would be free to join and to work, power
would be more widely diffused among the student body, rather than
concentrated among officers.
This would help put to rest complaints that student organizations are
unresponsive to student desires.
Because it would have a larger power base, a student union would be
able to bring more pressure to bear on administrators than the current
SGA structure.
Obviously, coming after the recent SGA elections, it may be difficult to
convince students that the proposal was not a "sour grapes" tactic
designed to rob newly-elected officers of their power.
The student union proposal is not without weak points. Included in the
proposal is a call for abolishment of the screening process for the
Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations (ACGFA), as well as
elimination of all faculty members.
Instead of a screening committee to choose members for the
committee, students would be chosen on a random basis.
The problem is that under state laws students do not have the ultimate
responsibility for general fee allocations; that power rests with the University's budget administrators. As much as a student union might want
to control where general fee monies would go, there is virtually no
chance that it could
Another problem is how the union would oversee its own finances,
insuring that the money generated from its members was well-spent.
There obviously must be some structure to the organization.
But perhaps the biggest problem is what would be done with the newly
elected officers U is natural that they would object to any move that
would take them from power almost before they achieve It.
Obviously, if it is left to the new officers there will be no change In the
SGA structure because they do not yet realize how little power the
organization has, as the old officers have.
If the newly-elected officers are truly concerned with the student
body's welfare, however, they will swallow their pride and forsake their
titles-and contribute to student union They must realize they may be
able to accomplish far more with the new structure than they could with
the old
They should be able to find a place in the proposed student union to
carry out their ideas and projects, and possibly with a greater amount of
support than they ever imagined.
But the ultimate answer to whether or not a change will occur rests
with the students It is they who must decide SGA's fate.
In the past, SGA elections have been little more than jokes, with
students avoiding the polls in droves.
But the upcoming referendum is no joke. Students will have the
opportunity to decide if they want to achieve more power for themselves.
Kach student must make his or her own decision at the polls March U.
Now is no time for apathy.

alternative needed
to postal rate hike
The U.S. Postal Service has announced the possibility of a two or three
cent rate increase for a first-class letter After the recent increase to 10
cents per letter, the possibility of another increase is appalling.
The mail volume has declined for the first time since the Great
Depression, according to Benjamin F. Ballar. director of the Postal
Service A further hike in rates would probably force the volume down
even further
If the volume drops, what good will the rate increase do? Fewer letters
will mean less revenue for the Postal Service, which would probably
necessitate another rate increase before too long
Bailar said the Postal Service is trying to devise innovative steps to
hold their rates down He said they are considering the possibility of
implementing a new delivery system which might be less costly and
more efficient than the present system.
If this is true, there should be no hesitation to putting the new system
into operation. The "more efficient" aspect of the proposal Is almost as
intriguing as the "less costly", considering the sometimes disgustingly
slow service the Postal Service now displays.
The innovation definitely sounds better than another rate Increase. If
the rate increase is enacted, the nations mail carriers may be carrying
much lighter letter bags on their delivery rounds

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask thai
columns be no more lhan lour typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed Ihese
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 108
University Hall

can't justify athletic budget
By Gil Adams
4StDarr*w
Guest Student Cobmalit
This is concerning Director o(
Intercollegiate Athletics (ICAl
Richard A Young and his presentation
of a budget request for Varsity Sports
I was at that meeting and heard a
large number of justifications that
didn't justify anything. All the reasons
given by Young for expenditures are
highly debatable and many can be
more accurately called excuses.
The justification given for the
existence of ICA was that it gives the
University recognition and attracts
students. Who could deny that an
academically excelling university will
attract students and achieve a high
degree of recognition"
While discussing second-class
football teams. Mr Young mentioned
the University of Chicago Perhaps it
has a second-class football team, but
academically it has a reputation as one
of the finer schools in the nation (and
no shortage of students)

had ever been in a dorm on a Friday
night I have and I've also been in a
dorm on every other night of the week,
and they're all noisy and it's hard to
study or sleep
PERHAPS STUDENTS with exams
should be put into the Union motel, the
night before their exam Young also
failed to explain why the basketball
team didn't need a motel room the
night before their games
On restaurant meals before games:
Young stated that the cafeteria can't
change its hours to accommodate
teams' schedules, and those schedules
prevent players from eating before
games (of course cafeteria hours are
already extended for training table)
What about those students with
schedules that require missing one or
more meals a day-how can they
perform properly on an empty
stomach?
Young said on the training table, it
gets the players together and enables
them to eat properly It should be noted

AND IT should be pointed out that no
one has any idea of the proportion ol
BG students here because of our great
varsity sports program (except for
those students here on Athletic
Scholarships)
Mr Young went on to say that deemphasis of the intercollegiate sports
program would be a mistake because
people won't pay to see second-class
teams play The only response I can
give to this is that obviously people
don't pay enough to see a "first-class"
team play.
If they did our program would be
self-supporting i which it isn t--last
year it took $689,000 from general fee)
As for grants-in-aid. Young contends
that BG couldn't attract "blue-chip'
players without them. Without these
"blue-chip" players, we won't attract
spectators and money Obviously these
"blue-chip" players, at a cost of
$350,000 a year, don't attract enough
money to make the program sellsupporting.
On motel rooms for football players
the night before games. Young had an
excellent argument, asking if anyone

sportsman
This article is written in relation to
the WMU-BGSU hockey game Feb. 8
The hockey fans of Bowling Green
were treated to an unusual event a
week or so ago when Western Michigan
came to town—a close game!
Not that it was even expected, so
some lor most) thought. I am sure that
a one-sided affair was clearly in the
minds of most of the local faithful I
must confess that I. too. thought to
some extent that the same outcome
would be so evident
Clearly, home game after home
game The Ice House Gang" would

consistently blow their opponents off
the ice with little difficulty
HOWEVER. DUE to the fact that
this winning hockey team of Bowling
Green, even though it's very wellcoached-I do believe, has been hit hard
by injuries to key personnel and this
has to have some effect on the stability
of the team and the closeness of some
of their recent games
Even with the most recent situation.
BG will still accumulate a winning
season-all to their credit'
Getting back to the point of this
article wh.it the fans witnessed that
Saturday night was obviously the most
exciting hockey game of the season,
particularly since WM1' must be
considered realistically as a future
rival
The game was very defense-oriented
as the final score indicated (3-2>

Up and down the ice both teams
went, each individual giving 100 per
cent no matter how tired he may have
been Trading goals back and forth
until the game ended in a 2-2 tie after
regulation time Result -overtime.
As everyone knows by this time.
WMU scored the winning tally with
just over a minute to go in the 10
minute OT
WITH ALL the excitement built up
inside the players and fans. I'm sure it
was a bitter loss for our team, who
acquire great pride and respect from
other opponents
Now. as the game ended and great
jubilation overcame \\ Ml and bitter
defeat shadowed the Falcon players as
they stood stunned by the final goal
Amidst it all. one Roger Archer
immediately by himself i though this is
no discredit to the other BG players)

concern over foreign aid
WASHINGTON-National
security
officials and some of President Ford's
political lieutenants, for differing
reasons, are keeping a wary eye on the
rising level of foreign investments in
the United States
Defense planners are concerned that
foreign interests could end up with
controlling stakes in major American
firms heavily involved in defense
production Ford political aides worry
about the public's increasing
sensitivity toward foreign investments
In vital industries
One result is that the President may
advocate new legislative restrictions
on foreign investors Such action would
be intended to make sure that no
American
firm dominated by
foreigners could be used to thwart the
security and economic interests of the
United states
Interestingly,
some
leading
Democratic liberals on Capitol Hill
also are fretting about the defense and
political
implications of foreign
investments,
which means such
legislation is apt to find common
consent in Congress
NEITHER THE Republican in the
White House nor any of his prospective
Democratic challengers want to be
tagged in 1076 with accusations that
they condoned
"the selling of
America."
The concept of foreign aid has thus
taken on an ironic twist After years of
sending billions of dollars abroad, with
or without strings, the US is
becoming a recipient of foreign "aid"
from governments and firms overseas
seeking a piece of the action in
America. The major concern
currently involves the investment of
Arab petro-dollars. although the worry

that has doubtful benefits for him or
her' I don't, and feel that there are a
good number of other students that
don't
Perhaps ICA appropriations should
be put to the same test as SGA and
Cultural Boost were in the recent
election The students should have the
right to decide whether or not they
want to pay in a direct metnod-the
vote
A committee like the ACGFA. which
is appointed by members of SGA,
which was voted into office by 2.400
students, can hardly be considered
representative enough to decide on this
issue Therefore. I feel that ACGFA
should suspend consideration on this
subject until the student body votes on
this matter
If
the Intercollegiate Athletic
program is so sure of themselves and
feel they are justified in asking for so
much money, then they will welcome a
decision by those who have supposedly
benefited by the program the
students

'CURSE YOU, GEORGE MEANYI

uerrers
a true

that Young also indicated that some
players live off campus and don't use
the training table-therefore, how
essential can it be'' This also would
lead me to believe that the food I eat in
the cafeteria isn't proper food I nothing
new)
Throughout his speech Young
repeatedly referred to the
Intercollegiate Athletic program as
"educational", that's what it's all
about, education.
Bull What it's all about is tl.730.000
a year. 1689.000 coming from students
at (42 per student
This money pays for the education,
room and board of "blue-chip" jocks,
it pays for meals, travel, motels and
entertainment That SI.730.000 is for
787 people and the women 1237 ■ don't
even get grants-in-aid
ANY ORGANIZATION
that
consumes so much money, and directly
benefits so few has got to be
challenged
Does every student want to pay $42
or more a year to support a program

J.F. terHorst

G\
r

extends also to the hunger of Japanese
automobile, steel, and electronic
industries
The government of Iran has agreed
to a multi-million dollar stock and loan
deal with Pan American Airways,
already approved by Mr Ford and
subject now only to the consent of the
Civil Aeronautics Board.
Detroit's
Bank
of
the
Commonwealth, one of the biggest in
Michigan, has awarded a controlling
interest to a Saudi Arabian
businessman
Arab oil money, estimated at from
$300 to $400 billion -the result of
exorbitant price hikes for petroleumis the world's biggest source of
investment capital.
ARAB FINANCIERS, many of them
educated in the U.S.. view companies
in America and Western Europe as
golden opportunities for future profits
Foreign investment in foreign
controlled
American companies
amounts to approximately $20 billion,
although additional billions nave been
invested in companies that remain
under American control
By way of contrast. U.S. firms have
investments worth a total of $120
billion in companies abroad. That is a
matter of pride in America, but a
problem of controversy and irritation
abroad, notably in Canada and

countries of Latin America
A foreign take-over is prohibited in
only a few American industries like
nuclear energy, broadcasting, and
commercial aviation. It is legally
possible for foreign money to acquire
operational control, through stock
purchasing, of such U.S. giants as
General Motors. General Dynamics.
General Electric and Boeing
The primary deterrent is the
government's right to refuse to grant
defense contracts to such firms by
denying the required securityclearance That could be a barrier in
some cases, but in others, defense
work amounts only to a tiny
percentage of corporate business
HARD-PRESSED
Chrysler
corporation, for example, is said to sell
only about two per cent of its output to
the Pentagon Companies needing
fresh capital to stay afloat can hardly
be blamed for lusting after foreign
money
Among proposals under White House
and congressional consideration are
prospective laws to limit foreign
investments to less than 10 per cent of
any U.S. company with more than $1
million in assets, requiring foreignowned U.S. banks to have American
directors, and banning anonymous
ownership of more than five per cent of
the stock of any publicly held company.
Mr Ford's men haven't yet decided
precisely how to proceed on the
national security and political aspects
of increasing foreign investments, but
one thing is certain The President is
not going to let his 1976 political rivals
charge that during America's hour of
economic crisis, he permitted
foreigners to obtain control of key U.S.
industries.

went "ver to congratulate the winning
Broncos.
Even though defeat must have hurt
the senior defenseman so bad. he still
stood out above all others by his
immediate actions Thus, once again
Roger showed his true colors by
proving to all that he is a class
example of what a true sportsman
should behave like
Through this example, all other
athletes and fans should follow My hat
is off to you. Roger a true athlete you
surely are It's funny how little things
like this go very unnoticed!
Greg Schneider
705 7th St Apt. 2

closed
We would like to voice a complaint
and ask the merchants of Bowling
Green to listen to it.
We are concerned about the lack of
24 hour stores and or restaurants in
this town In a college town with 15.000
students, one would think that a person
could find a place to munch down at 4
a.m. Saturday or Sunday morning
We were most distressed last Sunday
morning after we had driven through
the entire town and had found nothing
open Can't anyone help us?

Beth Beck
808 Of fenhauer East
Joyce Arend
317 McDonald East
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•jp Drug-related crimes doubled in '74

newsnotes

City police combat crime increase
city force

By Sac Segtard

but not to the extent that a
person with a BOO-a-day

alleged rapist is drawn from

officers and 30 other police

the victim's description, and

employes, including 21 auxi

police department

heroin habit steals $1,000 a
day to support it." he said

according to Lt

Ashe. the

liary policemen and school

patrolmen

force

"fantastic

crossing guards He said the

patrolmen would

person

Liberalism towards the use

luck" with the pictures

number

deterrent

come up to town and have

of drugs may have increased

"Thursday night is one of
drug-re-

our most active nights." he

lated crimes have increased

said, adding that crimes pro-

in Bowling Green, according

bably

Vandalism

and

to Police Chief Colburn W

result

Schall
Acls of vandalism range

too many."

from

"We've

when

drug-related
been

trying

to

added

"A

crimes,
person

with

has

had

city police department does

the average national statis-

a

not have enough men on the

tic,

policemen

joint is no longer a hardened

force

Ashe said, even by assigning

criminal." Lt Ashe noted

There are 21 regular police

dif (cult to solve. Chief Schall

additional

said, because the offender is

areas on Thursday nights

usually far away by the time

Some

men

in

certain

businessmen

"It's
than

who

walking down

to the

corner tavern for a beer,"

run local bars have asked

bile can cause a lot of grief

ding to the police chief

in a short period of time."

he added.

he said,

for and what we can provide

reported, according to the

are two different things."

city police officials

drive

because they can

through

yards

He

added that it is hard to "for-

CRIMES

But

"What they ask

CONCERNING

added Chief Schall
THERE

ARE

some

crimes committed in Bowling

are

Green

one

that

such

are

not

crime,

Chief Schall cited embarass-

estimated that most vandal-

doubled in 1974 from

ment

ism is committed by persons

Lt Ashe said the increase is

15-21 vears old.
BOWLING

not only because of the drug

Thursday

every

1.000

power we have."

persons

as

the

By Cindy Smerdaa
Null Reporter

main reason

rapes go unreported
Ashe said

Through the eyes of a fiveyear-old child, the I»resident

the police

of the United States is sup-

on Pakistan

sor of home economics

the children interviewed

The

goll

knocked out
dumb "

That

A composite picture of the

they

unusual

interpreta-

tion of the presidency was a

according

to

perceive

the
the

proworld

around them and how they

A

conceptualize what they see

girl.

6.

volunteered

Children in the preopera

knew

asked

who

the

if

U.S.

material in files was used improperly and other cases
political purposes

interviewer that the Univer-

subcommittee examining

the I'nited States

sity also has a president who

practices of collecting
members of Congress

RADELOFF said children
in this developmental stage

"tells

"Quite simply,

she said

can almost be directly attrigirl

she said

of

"He

was
stole

the office,''

"He's not supposed

to steal any more papers '
The

welcome relief { Ncwsphoto by Mike Passarello)

summer
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as their representative
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their

but don't work Ilka
the Carlh shoo.
IIMI.IV .ilnlol |H<>
i>iV .in mint; loimltatc
uut shoe Soilir even
IIM- names that sound
hk« nor*, .mil have ads
that look like ours!
Il si. Ill- llki I \( l\
body's iiMnc to IH> u«
Itui what the* <lt>ii ■
understand is this Mere
l\ lowering the heelol
.i slim INN i enough
\titt imitating tin out
-nil <>i our shoe Isn't
enough Just lict ausea
shoe looks like the Earth
-Inn doesn*i mean it
works like (he 1,11th

lit —-1 I.mulled .11 Ul
Hut things have((tainted
Ami now (kit you love
«• 11T I .11 til l)| .111(1 StlOCSi

And VO dor. |*
Khjtvci' i

as

They can

The shots that

There was .1 lime when
the EARTH' negative heel
shoe wo* ihconl) •hoe bi
the world with the heel
lower than ihe toe
In those days Ihe othel
people who made shoe*

OUR CHEESE
STANDS ALONE

level

took like, seam like.

//.,.. trrr not kurth thru »
/usl IVMH.M-ihtiilook
hkr h.iltlh shins rfor«H*l "nun
thru urr F.urth ht,nul %llot'*

*"r

$2.00
C_~* ir> f i .** Ou' Ctynplfl* lift*
Of f'«*»'r>.ty — So*OfiI» J**)«l'v

WASHINGTON

(API-House

members

may

a

The Rules Committee decided Wednesday by voice vote
to clear the way for full House action on a proposal to
abolish the allowance House votes on the tax-cut bill and
the allowance repeal bill were scheduled for yesterday.
The committee look the action after the caucus of all
House Democrats in effect ordered the panel to do so

now thai you're standout In
line to Mel them, the shoe
i ompanles have stopped
laughing and started
copying.

nl reseanhandh.ird
work to get every de<
tall nist rlght/Ibper*let t the an h To make
the toes wide, comfort*
able and functional.
lb balance the shot*
In mold the sole in .1
spi (i.d way soth.it it
would allow you to
walk in a natural roll'
Inu motion Gently
.oid easily even on
the hard larrlngce

nirni oi our* Itles
In,/, t Mil Hftiffj lion
IIw Karlh shm- Hurflt*,
't,niilh,ii< li-il (1 ith UDIII
tw*> upturn hook
. V.
/-..I 11 .1,1. .V.,.l,N
ihtiliptH

there, it's not the K.irth
brand shoe
Sold anly at Earth
shos stores
And tnore/S One more
ilnni; that makes our shoes
so up i.il. Our ston's.
K.irth shovs are sold
onlx at I .it t Ii shor stores
Stores that sell no other
shoe Inn ours, and an* devoted entirely 10 ihe Eaith
ihoecotM epl
How our shoes lit von is
very Important tous.There's
a sp« lal let hnique In tit
1 lnii them Our people arc
trained lu lit >ou properlv
and we wouldn't trust anvone else to do It.
Find out lor yourself.
lb really appreciate
Earth shoes vou must tr>
them
When vou do vou'll see.
perhitps for the hi st time in
vourhle.vvh.il It's like tO
walk inore gracefully* nutui.dlv .mdtomlortahlv

How tho Earth Shoe
was invented
Itstartcdyearsagowhen
Anne Kalsahad theorigl
ii,il idr.i t<n thr negative
heel shoe
sin- s.iu footprints in
the sand, und realized th.it
with even footprint the
UMIV was designing .1 slwe
•\ ii.iiut.il shoe A shoe
with tin1 heel lower
luii the tor A shoe
1h.1t would work
in harmon) with
your entire bod)
lit th.it wits |usl
he begtnnuig
I hint ame
ih

( tKni-iw.i.ir.-f.tir,,/
li.uU'imitkitl kiil*0Stntimrt
I in tm 0% iii'ihiiinhri'l *hi-\
illlltolhl't i".-./(ii f»

Patent

3305947

Why Ihe Earth shoe is
unique
I he Earth shoe Is pat
nitcd Thai means it t an 1
be copied without being
luinged
\n<l it It sthanged
11 iiisi isn't ihe
I.. 1 it It shoe
So to IK sore

\ X'.nu

vou're getting the
i.ll thiin: liuik mi the

Anne Kalss

Im-eHlarfl/llM'l tHril
in 11,it 111 Utrlmnt

>ie lot our patent
lumber and our trade1
mark. Earth If they're not

The Domino People or* pizza people, Period.

352-5221

have

as part of a $21 :i hi limn, tax-cut bill.

It took in.m\ years to
perlri t tin I .nth lii.mil
shoe And (hose years are
« mi i.il I'hev makcourshoc
dlfTcnHI I'rom >dl its
Imitators

" ■ - -■ ' hi

HDOMINO'S
PIZZA

present

chance to vote on the controversial oil depletion allowance

shoe

evf hozm And I*
■■ ■ I i I
delivery |uttJOtl) Wilhil
'■
I
it.■!.■•
OndcfOOey [-."> *
' f/fl Al ," ■• |i •
■•■ Dffbl'M
I.... (.11, lota ,.t,.i,„i _.
bk"M in jpprop>.«i« <•!•*! Ink
l.o»,., ... .•..., Mac. ....
App.C.m.l.l, 4- |p 5"
Br«„"d

past and

Why everybody's
pretending they're us.

3. Oil Filter

353-5271

FBI's

she explained

2. 5 qts. Pennzoil

Call For
Appointment

same

necessarily understand it."

l.Lube

* all cars with grease zerks

children's

say most anything, but don't

1-2-3-Lube
Special

• $788

this age,

Ihinking abilities

Wt ar* running a special on party shirts!

ALL FOR ONLY

conspiracy

language abilities are not al

home 352-2624 p.o. BOX 336
Office 669-4901 Wtston, OH 43569
Attention Greeks:

Medicaid & Blue Cross

Hey I

Mrs. Suzanne Wright

Watergate

buted 10 television

Contact her for your imprinted sportswear needs.

Pregnancy Termination
• r*ti ion

is happy to announce

President's

the

and keeping information about

Oil vote

Kadeloff said she believes
the

Frankenstein

IIMllIlk IHIIIIIIIU IIM

high

they believe what they see,"

papers out

to th* sidewalks, waiting far a rid* out of Bowling

how

1 .I'M made the disclosures in testimony before a House

the children's awareness of

questioned by the class said

Gr**n. Even if only for a w**k*nd, a vocation is a

people

He did not identify persons covered in the files

prices are going "

are egocentric and percep-

As spring approach**, mar* p**pl« will b* taking

when other executive branch officials used Ihe FBI for

(ireen nursery school told an

President

a

despite

ANOTHER
BOY
said
presidents were also found

other than the President of

th: current

Asia

WASHINGTON (API-Atty Gen Edward H Levl told
Congress yesterday that the late J Edgar Hoover kept

what his job is

five-year-old

underscored

South

Secret files

and if there were presidents

One

in

warming relations elsewhere

in California A five-year-old
boy attending a
Bowling

tion-bound

Grechko.

Levi said he had discovered at least one instance when

President was, who is now
President,

A

standoff

secret files of derogatory information about president*,
executive branch officers and 17 members of Congress

President

Because he lied "

they

first

Andrei

U S -Soviet

anymore''

isn't

-about four to seven years of
age-were

Minister

continuing

cause he was

'Know why President Nixon

tiona! phase of development-

The move, at the end of a three-day visit by Soviet
Defense

an interviewer that former
president
Nixon
"got

dren

when

and

One five year-old boy told

ject to investigate how chil-

careful

cross streets "

report." he said

wars

class- -"Concept

being

"We

India and the Soviet Union

playing

rely heavily on the doctor's

place

Military ties

.1 Kadeloff. assistant profes-

and junior high school stu-

take

WASHINGTON (API-Emperor Hirohito of Japan has
accepted President Ford's invitation to visit th* United
States in early October, the White House said yesterday

attack on the United States for lifting the arms embargo

stopping

dents

"We've got the problem.

Emperor

Ashe

nice,

Development of Young Chil-

grade school students.

remedies for unemployment and other economic problems
in this session of Congress

speeches, keeping Ihe world

dren "-conducted

thefts and stealing, accor-

Charles B.

by a class taught by Deanna

posed "to tell people what to

ding to Lt Galen Ashe of the

Lt

encompass

informal

do He tells them things like

by

17-member caucus, headed by Rep

research project conducted

an

rape did

occasionally

The

reinforced their military ties yesterday and issued a joint

of

a rape case to determine if a

and

con-

making

result

must first weigh the facts in

such

the goals of the

Rangel iD-N Y i. also said it plans to stress legislative

said

but also by local high school

in

activities are among

gressional black caucus announced yesterday.

with the resources and man-

use by University students,

result

he

"We do the best we can

two

activities

crimes as vandalism, petty

crime,

added

GREEN'S

night

frequently

for

act as a

for needy families and close scrutiny (A CIA and FBI surveillance

NEW DELHI. India i API

and

drugs in Bowling Green have

Lt

Green

almost

to

More

Class collects kids' reflections
on character of the President

Rapes

tune tell" with statistics, but

1973

Bowling

is

are the

he said

not much different

police arrive
"A person in an automo-

for more protection, accor-

for

which

"The eyes and ears of the

in

he

cope with the problem." LI

windows to

policemen

Bowling Green is lower than

breaking into cars, and are

breaking

of

CHIEF SCHALL said the

Black caucus
WASHINGTON (API-Strict gun control, fuel subsidies

You can only buy Earth shoos at Earth Shoo Stores

, iartn
(shoe

4024 N. Holland-Sylvonia
at Sylvania Avenue
in the Oak Tree Shopping Center

HOURS
MON.-SAT. 11-7
THURSDAY 11-9
Phone 419-882-1346
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Literary outlets abound
lytabkM
Students with a literary
laical have several on
campui publications from
which to choose when It
comei io submitting
personal worki.
•The Penny Dreadful.'
"Inkitone" and "The Green
Horse For Poetry." are all
literary magazines aimed at
providing a forum through
which local writers and
poela can be beard.
Both "The Penny
Dreadful" and "The Green
Horse" are willing to
consider anyone's literary
efforts for publication, while
Inkitone
primarily
accepts only the work of
University undergraduates.
Edited by two English
graduate assistants. "The
Penny Dreadful" takes In a
variety of material. It
concentrates on poetry,
fiction and interviews of
famous writers but also
accepts artwork.
ACCORDING TO Beth
Copeland poetry editor of

Jobs For
Summer
Look
Promising
Informed sources report thai
lummct Job opportunities for
college tludrnti "look good" this
year. National Parks. C .de
Ranchri. Guru Resorts, Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
hroughout the nation are now
seeking student applications
Summer (ob placement coordinators st Opportunity Research
(SAP* report that despite national
economics lourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
ndtcalr lhal people may not go
for ihe big purchases such as new
cars. ne» homes, furniture or
appliances, bul most appear to be
planning for a big vacation.
A tree booklet on student lob
assistance may be obtained by
sending a selfaddressed stamped
envelope loOpportunitv Research,
Depi. SJO. SS Flathead Dr..
Kalispell. MI S9001 Stadent |oh
seekers are urged to apply earlyl

"The Peony Dreadful." the
magazine's primary purpose
is to expose persons In the
area to the quality of
literature which is being
produced at the University.
She claimed that half of the
material published is the
work of graduate assistants.
"I get a lot of satisfaction
knowing that I'm helping to
give local poets and writers
a chance to be heard." she
said
Copeland said if a student
who read and liked a local
poet or a writer-then they
could easily find that person
at the University and
contact him.
As poetry editor. Copeland
says she personally looks for
work which makes good use
Of imagery- the use of
language to transmit senses.
"I also look for a poem
which is technically good.
One which uses poetic
devices such as rhythm,
alliteration, or consonance." she said.
"THE PENNY Dreadful"
is funded by the University
Publications Committee and
the Coordinating Council of
Literary Magazines which is
a national organization that
supports university literary
publications throughout the
country.
Copeland claims that the
magazine is considered a
quality publication
"Libraries from various
universities subscribe to the
magazine," she said. "Also,
since its existence, we have
received submissions from
places such as Canada. India
and Germany so I guess
word gets around."
The magazine, which
usually comes out once a
quarter, is combining its fall
and winter publications this
year to form a double issue.
This issue, costing SO cents,
will be out early next month
or at the beginning or spring
quarter.
Poetry for the spring
quarter edition should be
submitted to Copeland in 106
Hanna Hall while fiction
stories should be given to
Tony Ardizzone. graduate
assistant and fiction editor
otthemagainze.

THE INKSTONE. a
magazine usually about JOTS pages long and printed
once a year, publishes the
best fiction and poetry
submitted by undergraduate
students at the University.
According to Robert
Early, assistant professor of
English and faculty advisor
to the magazine. Inkstone
offers other persons besides
creative writing majors a
chance to have their efforts
published.
"The magazine serves as
an outlet lor any creative
person who may or may not
go
into
writing
professionally There is a lot
of good quality poetry and
fiction being written by noncreative writing majors."
he said.
Since the magazine is
designed to publish the best
poetry and fiction available,
not all submitted material is
used The literary work Is
rated by eight members of
the inkstone" staff, all
undergraduates
Three
editors then review the
material and publish those
poems and stories which
have received the most
favorable remarks
The Bowling Green
Alumni Association also
gives two 140 first prizes and
two $25 second prizes to the
best fiction and poetry
pieces in the magazine
THE MAGAZINE, first
published 10 years ago. is
sponsored and totally funded
by the University. The
deadline for this year's issue
has
passed;
however,
students can mail in
material for next year's
edition by addressing it to
Inkstone. in rare of the
English department. 201
University Hall. This year's
issue will be out before the
end of this quarter and will
be available for 50« at all
bookstores. Early said.
"The Green Horse" is a
publication which focuses
strictly on poetry This
magazine, which receives 80

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

per cent of its material from
students in the creative
writing
programs, is
essentially a publication
open to everyone.
Richard Behm. science
fiction teacher and an editor
of the magazine, said a wide
spectrum of styles is
accepted
Behm explained that the
reason most of the published
material is by members of
the creative program is
because no one else knows
about it
"The Green Horse is
known mostly by people
within the creative writing
programs or by people
outside the University, but
the general student body is
not
aware
of
the
opportunities it offers to a
poet." he added
"WE TRY as much as
possible not to let personal
biases interfere when
selecting poems. We
promote experimental work
as well as traditional
poetry," he said.
"The
poetry can't be trite. It must
be fresh and original."
The Green Horse is funded
through a grant from Ihe
University Publications
Committee, however it is
still considered a private
enterprise.
"We do all our own layout,
typing and it Is printed here
at the University." he
explained. "We also usually
end up putting about tt>0 out
of our own pockets per issue
to cover the costs of
production."
The first issue of Green
Horse came out in 1973 and
the fourth and most recent
one was published last
quarter That edition is
available for II at local
bookstores
Behm said that the Green
Horse accepts poetry all
year round and that all
manyscripts can be sent or
mailed to Green Horse, in
care of the creative writing
program, or they can be
given to Behm in 401
Moseley Hall.
'
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ABORTION
STARTING RATE 425.00
1-24 week pregnancy terminated
By Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO YOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNICS
CALL COLLECT 1-216-6311557

ACROSS
1 Moat extreme
degree of
badness
6 String
10 Kind of prepared
meat
14 "Oh, give me —,
where the buffalo
roam . . ."
15 Cupid
16 Contemporary of
Dumas
17 Very alow rate
of movement
19 Willow genua
20 Stouter
21 Man of learning
23 Skein of yarn
24 Acquiesces
25 Llamas' Old
World relatives
28 Harmony
29 "Ifa — f"
30 Place for
wedding
31 Slant
34 Cunning
35 Kitchen utensil
SO — cake
37 Man's knicknamc
38 Take part
39 Ceta hard, aa
mud
40 Hollows of wet.
marshy ground
42 Jewish legendary
monstera
43 Costumed
45 Flatfish
46 "A — the hand
47 Catch or clamp
61 Pointed arch

Fuel supplier
Dejeuner
"— Brute?"
Startle
Football's Black
Knighta
58 Entertainer
Diana
59 Ill-humored

25

37
.0
43

24 HOUR SERVICE

REMEMBER
THE REDWOOD!
Featuring

HAPPY HOURS
D.ily2:30-6 «■»
Mon. & TIMS. tves. 9-1
and don't forget...
OUR RESTAURANT SERVIS
THI REST CHINESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD AROUNDI
Comer of N. Mem & E. Court

LOWEST RATES IN BOWLING GREEN
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS
COMPLETELY FURNISHED, DISHWASHERS
UP TO FOUR OCCUPANTS ENCOURAGED
Call Delbert At: 352-7671
or 1-246-4413 Colled

649 6th St.
650 6th St.
802 6th St.
705 7th St.
1515 E. Wooster

Rental Office for the above 1163 Napoleon Rd.
Office hrs. 912 & 1-5 - 352-9378
* Cherry Hill Village
Rental Office, 853 Napoleon Rd.. Suite 5
Office hrs. 912 & 1-5 - 352-6248
^^™ FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AO"^^—^

GIGOLO
•r...ntlnB PUNKS
LOCAL ROCK BAND
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
NIGHTS

Brrngthisad^MtJiyoui
for FREE admittance 1
Friday or Saturday (
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

CREDIT CARDS FREE

Friday, February 28, 197)

Need 2 I rmmt lor spr quills N Prospect
Need 11, rmmt 121 N. Prospect
353-0055 MF 1104:10.

Fm. rmt. ownrm. 352-6951

Pikes - We had haylever and a
tequila - great time' Thanx. the
Phi Mu a

Meeting to form Pol. Scl class to study sexism in BGSU 2nd floor
Williams. Feb 28th. 2 pmMore info, call SC.A

I f needed spring 967 mo Own
room. 152-7610.

Saturday. March 1.1975

II spr qlr. good location, pool
a/c. laundry. 151 mo 151-4716.
PERSONALS
SALE at Finders Records

Sunday. March 2.1975

SCHOOLKIDS' RECORDS •
New Led Zeppelin. "Physical
Graffiti". now in stock. Open
U oo if oo M-F. 11 00-6 00 Sat
352-4812 114 W. Wooster <>>
block West of Main SI. I

Active Christians Today worship service. Alumni Rm . Union 10: JO
a.m

New Led Zeppelin LP coming
soon at Finders.

BGSU Volleyball vs Earlbam College at 3 00 p.m. and Indiana
Inn .it it IHI p m at Farlham College. Richmond. Indiana

Sailing Club meeting Rm 103 Hayes Hall. 7 00 p.m. Open to all

COLORADO SUMMER JOBS'
Work and play in the Rockies
this summer ranches, lodges,
parks, etc - Send 1100 for
Information and list of contacts
Ranch Hand Coop. 490 N 19th
St Canon City. Colorado. 81111

Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship. (00 p.m . St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1505 E Wooster St.

LASALLE S STUDENT
CREDIT CARDS FREE

Karate Club will meet in the Aud of St. Thomas Moore Parish 5:10
p.m

Abortion Information - Finest
medical care available at the
lowest cost. Immediate
appointments Toll Iree 1-800438-1770.

RIDES

WANTED

Need ride to San Diego or area.
after March 22 Dave 352-6713

Female sublease apartment
spr qlr 175 mo 352-5495

HELP WANTED

Desperate sublet apartment lor
spring quarter Call 1-246-4413
collect

LIFE GUARD, lor new
Olympic pool at Chilllcolhe.
Ohio. Prefer have current
W.S.I
or YMCA Aquatic
Instructors Certificate. Give
full particulars in first letter:
age. experience, and when
available for interview and
work Write Donald M. Smith
Chairman. Pool Board, c o
Chilllcothe Gazette. 50 W Main
Street. ChilIicothe Ohio 45601
SERVICES OFFERED

Female roommate spring
quarter. 171 mo
includes
utilities 352-5511
Fura. apt. BG near campus. 352
MM evenings * weekends.
1 or 2 lemales to sublease
elliciency in spring 152-7219.
1 f. roommate now phis spring
170 mo 36216

Typing done, call Diane 152-

1 I. sublease, spring quarter
ThursUn Manor Apts 352-4149

Need quality typing done at
reasonable rates'' Call 352 7305

2 I to share bouse. Deposit, no
lease Avail March 1 Diane 22041. »-5
"

Decisions' Need to talk?
Emotional and Material
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236

2 I. roommates needed to
sublease spring quarter. Call
352-4*14
Sublease spring quarter
79*5alter! 00

152

M. roommate lo share 1 bdrm
house 1190 mo John. 352-0*99
after 6 p.m.
1 or 2 lemales to sublet spring
985 mo. 151-2102
LASALLES

STUDENT

'XI sisters. Thanks for all your
HELP and INSPIRATION this
week. "16".
Congrats to Jill and Andy on
their engagement' Love the
Mu's.

1 or 2 males to sublet spring
3524474

Open Photography Lab Rm 213 Tech Bldg 9 am to J pm Open lo
the BGSU Academic Community. Chemicals are supplied Bring
your own print paper A fee of 150 will be charged to your bursar's
bill for each session

know by heart as well as by
sight " Pledge Love. XI18

Male to share 2 man furn apt
spr. qlr. Own room, pool
Desperate 352-6713.

Dr. i.Mu Brings. Prof, of Geol. from Univ. of Mich, to speak on
"Sedimentation and Diageneais of the Niagara-Salina Reefs and
Evaporiles in Ihe Mich. Basin " Rm 70 Overman at noon

Theses typing 152 7246

^
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Typing done 352-7265

OPENINGS FOR TEAS - PH. 352-0740

8
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fling sound
36 Result of overly
light make-up
38 Oriental garment
39 Moat unfriendly
41 Broadly
42 Item now on sale
43 Huge serpent
44 "The Imperial
Animal" by
Robin Fox t
Lionel —
46 Alone: Lat.
47 Porkpies
48 What a pity!
49 Spanish painter
50 Card
53- American Indian

ML
OH.IUV...

TYPING DONE 352 9224.

NITE
CLUB

2.

8

44

57

p»

Need PHOTOGRAPHS?
portraits.
passports,
applications, senior specials
WEISSBROD Studio in W
Wooster 152 1141

FtB 28 - MARCH 1
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41

54

Rubber Bridge tournament at 1:30 Ohio Suite. Union One section
lor beginners, one for experienced players 4 trophies and 8 prises
given 75c at the door.

fal1

s

51

Mythopoeic Society will discuss T H. White's Sword L Stone" at
7:00pm Km 447 Malh-Sc. Bldg.

Preferred Properties is
now leasing for summer

■
J■
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All Jewish students & faculty invited lo celebrate the Sabbath In
Proul Chapel at 6 30 pm

SUMMER APT. RENTAL

27

M

DOONESBURY

wKtiiP

26

29

2 Exclamation of
disbelief
3 Burst, aa of
applause
4 Forge, bellows
and anvil
6 Confess: Col loo.
6 Czech playwright
7 General Bradley
8 Fabulous bird
9 Military or naval
headgear
10 Quake
11 Game played
with a teetotum:
Phrasr
12 Factor
13 Castle defenaea
18 Miadeeda
22 Lyralike instrument
24 Carry out (an
action)
26 Criea of birds
26 Exchange
(remium
'aterway in a
song
28 Man's name
30 Performed
32 Nawa article
33 An Annie Oakley
36 Device for muf-
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DOWN
1 Hornet's couain
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20

52
64
66
50
67
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17

"Basic English Conversation", progaam Rm. 15 Williams Hall. 7-9
p.m. All internat'l students It wives invited

and
* Houses
* Buckey House
* Birchwood House
* Mt. Vernon
♦Hampton House
♦Haven House

1

4

14

10 INI.I Ml

wishes to
congratulate
their new actives:
Kim Mclntyre
Lynn O'Rewrite
Pamela Rogers
Karen Speidel
Sandra Stebbint
Diane Wilson

J

Copf '7* Ui« Anarin Timrt

Active Christians Today: Greek class Bible atudv 103 Clough St

Linda Dunkle
Dana Rocca
Martha Huffer
Karen Lang*
Colleen Livingston
Georgia McKee

!

1

Phi Mu'S wish to congratulate
Pam Brilt. Jerri Sanderson and
Joni Wood on being tapped into
Golden Torch
New John Lennon. Dan
Fogelberg and more now 1 59 at
Finders
STAR TREK FANS
You must hear THE UFO
MESSAGE Predictions will
astound you LP Album 14 95. 8Track Tape 95.95 Add 50c
handling each UFO Message
(31 Jefferson. BG. Ohio 43402
FOB SALE
72 VW sport-shifter, wire-wheel
hubcaps, wood dash, excellent
condition Call 172-1615.
Lloyd's am fm stereo dSR
turntable 2 speakers 172-4808
1960 Chevy 1150 or best offer
Runs good 352-0107
SPEAKERS - 2 EPI Model 90
speakers, like new. best offer
372-3941
1971 Bulck LeSabre Custom, air
4 new tires, excellent condition.
call Gregg at 352-5740

Abortion Information service
Starting rate 1125 CUnic very
close to area. 1-14 week
pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Modern techniques and finest
facilities
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle Call collect. 24
hour service 1116-611-1557.

2 fire side chairs of chintz 1150
1 franklin swivel rocker. 975
Contact Jane Moemng 2-2911

Authentic American INDIAN
JEWELRY 3647441

We have many apartments and
bouses lor rent lor summer and
la:i Call Newlove Realty - 3537181

New Olivia Newton-John.
Gordon Lightloot. Average
White Band. Joe Walsh. Robin
Trower and more now 4.99 at
Finders
Stalled pork chop supper (2 30
in original Falcon Nest. Portage
American Legion Sal ilpm
Spank Congrats on your first
goal we're proud of you. P.J.
and Annie.
NEW LED ZEPPELIN I
RECORD SET 96.49 NOW AT
FINDERS.
To the 7 Bros of PHI DELTA
THETA. Belter not pass for our
date-a. You may plan to party
hat show up by golly cux you'll
be pushing ap daisies il you're
late-a! - Hollywood Swingers
"An Active..

Is someone yoa

SALE at Finders Records
FOR RENT
Rooms near campus Fall 4
summer rentals Phone 3527165

Now leasing for summer and
fall Luther Apartments. 1 and 2
bedrooms. 9 month and 12
month leases 352 4194
Preferred Property Rentals.
Houses and Apartments. 1529178.
Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club house with indoor healed
pool Ofllce hours 9-5 M F 951
Napoleon Rd Suite 5 353-6248
APARTMENTS • 2 bedrooms.
furnished 361-4471
Room to sublet spring Near
campus. 152-7995.
Available March 15th. 4 bdrm..
■■•
newly remodeled apt. Ideal for 5
students Close to campus Call
352-5122

f
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Friday, February 21, 197S. Th. to Nmi/h« S

Star Trek Week response Very good'

local briefs.

By Margeret Boagey

Sexism
Persons interested in studying sexism in the community
and at the University are invited to attend a meeting at 2
p.m. today in the second floor lounge area. Williams Hall,
to organize a sexism course (or spring quarter.
Dr. Shirley Meeker, chairwoman of the political science
department, will conduct the meeting If the course is
established, it will be open to all undergraduate and
graduate students

WSA meeting
The World Students Association I WSA I will hold a
general meeting at 3 p.m Sunday in the International
Lounge. Williams Hall. There will be elections for a new
Board of Managers for 1975-76 from which a chairman will
be elected
Plans for International Week. April 7-13 will be
discussed The International Week Publicity Committee
will meet before the meeting at 1 p.m in the lounge
Those international students planning to visit
Washington during spring break will meet after the
general meeting to finalize plans

Band concert
The annual spring concert of the University's Concert
Band will be presented at 8 p.m Friday in the Grand
Ballroom. Union
Concerts Bands I and II. directed by l)r Jon Piersol.
assistant director of the College of Musical Arts, are
composed primarily of students majoring in music
Concert Band III directed by John Deal, a graduate
assistant, is made up primarily of non-music majors
The concert is free and open to the public

Free concerts
Two free concerts have been set for 8 p.m. Sunday and
Monday by the College of Musical Arts The New Music
Ensemble and Singers will emphasize some of the latest
trends of composition and feature pieces by Stravinsky.
Ives and Peck Sunday in the Recital Hall. College of
Musical Arts
The Woodwind Chamber Ensemble will present a
concert Monday followed by a performance of two Brass
Ensembles in the Recital Hall. College of Musical Arts

Gig Expo
There will be advanced registration and a mandatory
meeting for students participating in Gig Expo Monday
night in 360 Student Services Bldg
From 6-7 there will be a workshop on preparing the
resume and data sheet A workshop on interviewing
techniques, mock interviews and a critique will be held
from 7-9.
Gig Expo, the minority student job conference, is
scheduled for next Thursday and Fndav

A wide range of events during Star Trek Week, from
lectures to movies, sparked interest in an equally wide
variety of people
A conglomeration of people attended the events, ranging
from loyal Star Trek fans to curious newcomers There
were people attired in Star Trek costumes, parents with
their children, professors and students
A major event of the week was the Trek Trivia Contest
held Monday night, attracting nearly 100 viewers Seven
contestants representing various residence halls responded
to such questions as. "How many tribbles were used to
produce "The Trouble with Tribbles''" Recordings and
slides from episodes also were used in questioning
THE COMMUTER Center's representative, Carol Harter.
senior i Ed I won the contest and was awarded a certificate
for dinner for two at Kaufman s
Harter. who missed only one question, said she has
watched the series from its beginnings in 1966 "I know I've
seen them all at least eight times through, she said "I
know I've never found anyone on campus as involved in Star
Trek as I am"
Harter has attended two Star Trek conventions in Detroit
LECTURES DELIVERED during the week by faculty
members provided extra inlormation on science and ifilwW
fiction
Monday, a panel of professors from the philosophy,
English, and popular culture departments led a discussion
on "Where No Man Has Gone Before, focusing on Star
Trek fandom and popularity
Thomas Wymer. associate professor of English raised
questions concerning the program's formula tendency He
said Star Trek has two major selling points
The first selling point is that the show is "uniquely
forward, boldly going forth where no man dares logo " The
heroes, he noted, all have hope in the destiny of man He
said the second popularity factor is the show's ancient plot
motif.
Michael D Giver, a graduate assistant in the popular
culture department, explained the show's appeal to
teenagers 'Spock is the perfect metaphor for the teenager
He has the same feelings underneath," he noted "Spock
concentrates on logic so his other side won't come out

DR. v.II.i.iAM RUSH, an astronomy professor at the
University of Toledo and who currently is doing research on
spectral variation in stars, gave a presentation Wednesday
on "Star Trek and Interstellar Space Travel "
I)r Rush pointed out many factors in the problems of
present and future attempts at space travel However, he
said, most people tend to underestimate the technological
possibilities
DR. DAVID Fulton, chairman of the computer science
department, spoke on computers' future possibilities and
the reality of the computer abilities seen on Star Trek
I)r Fulton claimed the input-output method of the
Enterprise's library computer will be antiquated by the
year 2000 and the amount of data this computer stores is
modest in comparison with the possibility of future
computers
Besides settling down to watch Star Trek on television at 7
p m this week, fans had a chance to see some episodes in
conjunction with Star Trek Week
The Cage." the original pilot rejected by NBC and later
made into a two-part episode, was shown three times on
campus By popular demand, the show was given a second

run Sunday afternoon, and again after Gene Roddenberry's
speech Sunday night
THE EPISODE. "Amok Time", was shown twice during
the week This episode evolved around Spock's return to his
home planet lor a ritual mating ceremony
The "Balance of Terror" was featured yesterday, but this
one was not directed by Roddenberry It was an amateur
film produced and directed by a Bowling Green High School
student. David Boyer. 14. who also played the role of Kirk
David and about 13 classmates constructed the sets and
acted out the episode, based on an actual Star Trek script
The group was aided by David's father. John H Boyer.
acting director of the School of Journalism
SEVERAL SCIENCE fiction movies also were shown in
conjunction with Star Trek Week
Silent Running."
produced in 1972 and directed by Douglas Trumbull. who did
special effects for "2001 A Space Odyssey." was featured
Tuesday
The response to the week's events was termed "very
good" by Star Trek Week coordinator Thomas S Robi.-«on
an assistant in Student Activities

Auto licensing method changes
COLUMBUS (APi-Two new changes in the Ohio motor
\ chicle licensing procedure become effective tomorrow
The Department of Motor Vehicles said this year's switch
to a staggered registration schedule and license plate
validation stickers instead of new plates affect each of
Ohio's seven million vehicle owners
OWNERS ARE TO register their vehicles according to
this schedule
-March 1-31 owners of non-passenger vehicles such as
trucks, trailers, campers, motorcycles and all other
vehicles except passenger vehicles.
-April 1-30: passenger vehicle owners whose last names
begin with letters A-K
-May 1-31 passenger vehicle owners whose last names
begin with letters L-Z.

until their assigned passenger vehicle registration date if
they wish to register both at the same time
To ohL'in a registration sticker, owners must present an
Ohio title certificate and a 1974 registration card
If either document is lost, a duplicate copy should be
obtained before registration in the county court clerk's
office
THE STATE registration fee is $10 for passenger vehicles,
plus a 50-cent service charge for the deputy registrar
There is an additional 85 permissive tax charged by some
Ohio counties, especially the larger ones
The registration fee for house vehicles and motorcycles is
$5. plus the 50 cent deputy registrar fee and. where
applicable, the 85 permissive tax
THE VALIDATION slickers, which are blue in color for
passenger vehicles, must be placed in the lower right-hand
corner of the current license plate

A MOTOR vehicles bureau spokesman said persons
owning both a passenger and nonpassenger vehicle may wait

NOW

CINEMA I

Love tap,

EVE. AT 7:15*30
SAT. MAT. 200
SUN. MAT. 200-4:15

AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

6 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS!
INCLUDING

* BEST PICTURE
* BEST ACTRESS

From one beer lover to another.

* BEST ACTOR
* BEST DIRECTOR

Try-outs
Try-outs for the plays "Androcules and the Lion'' and
"John Brown's Body" were misprinted on the posters
advertising the plays The try-outs will be Sunday and
Monday from 7-10 p m.. instead of Monday and Tuesday

Lecture
Father Eugene Maly will lecture on "The Biblical God
An Analysis of the Experience of God" at 7 30 Sunday
night at St Thomas More University Parish. 425 Thurslon
Ave
Following the free lecture, which is sponsored by the
Newman Center. Father Maly will discuss reaction
criticism

Film presentation set
A three-day French film festival will get underway at 4
p.m Monday with a lecture by Hi Edgar F Daniels,
chairman of the English department.
The presentation, held in 105 Hanna Hall, will include
films on the Nascent cinema, including the Lumiere
brothers, Melies and Rene Clair's Surrealistic "Entr'acte."
At 8 p.m. Monday. Bresson's adaptation of Beriunos'
novel. "Diary of a Country Priest." will be shown in 220
Math-Science Bldg In the same room at 4 p.m. Tuesday,
two poetic shorts by Lamorisse, "Red Balloon" and "White
Mane," will be featured
ROBERT'S HILARIOUS comedy. The War of the
Buttons." will be shown at 8 Tuesday night in 220 MathScience Bldg
To round out the festival. Cocteau's famous early work.
"The Blood of a Poet." will be presented at 4 p.m. Wednesday while Goddard's masterpiece of the New Wave
movement. "Breathless." will be featured at 8 p.m.
Wednesday Godard's use of film language will be explained
by Gioacchino Balducci. associate professor of romance
languages
The festival, which is free and open to the public, is
sponsored by the department of romance languages and the
English department.

Opin at 10:00
Daily Sunday. 12:00
.EE CUR RUNWAYBSAUTlK
•."•OFF
Admission
*

FEATURING

*

SIN-TANA
JOY MUTE
ROSETTA

with student ID.

Pf-uS 2- AOUt-T &LJ/&
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ESQUIRE

CALL 243-1921
STAGE SHOWS • SUN. THRU THURS. 12J0 - 4:30 - 8 - 1O30
FRI. I SAT. 12 3- 6- 9 12 MIDNITE

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS.
and University Court Apts.
Clough and Mercer Streets

NOW SHOWING
APTS. FOR FALL LEASING
To See Apts. Call

352-0164
or come to office
Apt. 9A ■ 235 Mercer
(Last building South on Mercer St.)
OFFICE HOURS: 7-9 P.M. Monday
2-5 P.M. Wed. & Thurs.
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NOW PLAYING

EVE. AT 7:15-9:30
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
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Two fabulous cops who got their first tug break in a garbage can
and then went all the way to greatness in the ladies room at the
Super Bowl
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ByMarkGlever
Sports Ealter

NCAA hopefuls
square off
at Ice Arena

The nationally-ranked Bowling Green icers will wind up
their home campaign thli weekend against a team that has
NCAA tournament ambitions.
The Falcons, ranked 10th nationally after dumping St.
Louis twice last weekend, face an Air Force crew tonight
and tomorrow that has won 10 consecutive games. The
Academy boasts an impressive 24-3-1 mark and the western
icers are anxiously awaiting a possible NCAA tournament
invitation
BG FACES the important Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHA) playoffs next week but has some NCAA
hopes too.
The local icers have a 21-9-2 record and had their NCAA
hopes revived by surprising powerful St. Louis at the Ice
Arena during their last series The Billikens were looking
forward to participating in the national championships, but

The MACsIf "saving your best for last" applys to swimming
championships, then Falcon tanker Jon Watts may find the
Mid-American Conference (MAC) championships very
worthwhile.
Actually. Watts said he wants to perform his best at the
upcoming league meet at Central Michigan University
|CMU) and considers the upcoming event on March 6-8 a
"whole new season."
"I'VE THOUGHT about the MAC'S all season long, but
these last two weeks have really been psyching me up."
Watts said. "I'd like to do better or at least as well as last
year "
Indeed. Watts' performance in last year's MAC meet was
a feat he would like to duplicate He set the school record in
the 1650-yard freestyle with a time of 17:098 while
finishing fourth, the highest finish of any Falcon tanker last
year.
Falcon coach Tom Stubbs is one person who believes
Watts can give an encore this season
"Last year, he was swimming around 1 54 in the 200
(freestyle), and now he's swimming 151 this year The
same principle applys in the 500 (freestyle! He's six
seconds better there." Stubbs said
"These last two weeks he has really put out." he said
"He's very goal-oriented "
Watts attributes much of his late season incentive to the
tranining techniques employed by Stubbs.
THE VETERAN Falcon coach uses a tapering system in
which a yardage reduction In daily workouts at the end of
the season produces a significant drop in time Evidence of
the technique's success were seen last season when the
Falcons swam 14 of the year's best times in the MAC meet.
"Most of the other teams make a bigger thing out of the

NEEDLESS TO say. there is a lot on the line for both
teams in the series. They both have personnel that generate
some excitement.
Sensational sophomore Chuck Delicti leads the awesome
I'SAK offensive blitz with 64 points. The second-year
scoring ace has tallied 38 goals this year.

The BG New

'It's a whole new season'-Watts
By Pete Eaglekart
Staff Writer

the 4-3 and 3-2 losses to BG hurt their chances severely.
It appears that the CCHA playoffs will determine a league
representative in the NCAA tourney. If St. Louis and the
Falcons win their first-round tournament games March 7.
they will meet in the finals March 9
That game would not only determine the CCHA champ but
might mean a ticket to the nationals
Head BG coach Ron Mason talked about the NCAA
situation yesterday.
'The way I see it. we have to win our next four." said
Mason. "If we lose one of our next four, we'll be out of it.
Air Force has been making a lot of noise. They are looking
for an independent bid and have a good record."

regular season than we do." Watts said "Why sacrifice a
good finish in the MAC for a winning season''
"I've heard that some teams peak themselves out too
early." he explained. "Those kinds of teams are regular
season teams, while we're a championship team
"IT WOULD be nice to win all the regular season meets,
but that's not where we put the emphasis. Everything is
aimed at the MAC." Watts said.
A person who did not understand Watts' training
techniques would not think the versatile sophomore would
be ready to swim the 200. 500 and 1650-yard freestyles at the
MAC championships.
Despite his triple-duty at the league meet, Watts does not
engage in a rigorous training program.
"I don't really think working out with the distance men in
practice helps me that much." Watts said "Actually, it kind
of has the opposite effect.
"Swimming the long stuff isn't bad in meets, but in
practice, it has a negative effect on me." he said.
By substituting relatively short-distance workouts in
practice for the long distance events in the meets, one would
expect Watts' worst event to be the torturous 1650-yard
freestyle.
HOWEVER, Stubbs is quick to point out that the opposite
is actually the case.
"He (Watts) sure doesn't do it like a lot of distance men."
Stubbs said "But he surprised quite a few people last year,
and who knows this time around?"
Before Watts and the rest of the Falcons can concentrate
on the league meet, they must look ahead to tomorrow's
season finale with Toledo and Ball Slate at Toledo
The 1 p.m. triangular will find Ball State in the favorite's
position with a 7-3 season mark. Although the Falcons
cannot produce a winning season this year, they can better
their five victories of a year ago with a sweep of the meet
Toledo, in its first season of varsity competition, stands 010 on the year

The best may be yet to
come for senior wrestler
Mike Metting
Metting. a four-year

Indoor
track
By Jerry Masek
Assistant Sports Editor
With the indoor national
meet only two weeks away,
the Falcon spikers will be
seeking NCAA qualifying
limes in a pair of meets this
weekend
BG tutor Mel Brodt said
the squad's best athletes
will compete in the Ohio
State Midwest Invitational
today and tomorrow with
the rest of the team running
in the Eastern Michigan
Classic at Ypsilanti. Mich
tomorrow.
THE SPIKERS' last
chance to qualify lor the
NCAA comes next weekend
at the Mid-American Con
ference (MAC i championships, also at Ypsilanti.
The NCAA meet will be
held March 14-15 in Detroit's
Cobo Hall
Competition in the OSI
meet, one of^Jhe nation's
largest, includes 32
university collegiate teams
and more than 500 athletes
Most Ohio and MAC school;
are entered, along with St
Johns of Brooklyn. Penn
State. Pittsburgh and Air
Force Team scores will not
be kept at either OSU or
Eastern
Although only five teams
have sent in definite entries
for the EMU Classic, about
12. the same number as last
year, are expected. Notre
Dame and Michigan join in
the always strong EMU in
that meet

letterman. is competing in
the Mid-American Conference (MAC) wrestling
tournament which starts at 1
P in today at Kent State
The 158-pound senior, who is
disappointed with his 7-4-2
dual meet record, said placing high in the league meet
would make the season a
success
"LAST YEAR. I was 12-2
in duals, and I thought 1 had
a good year. But then I
didn't win in the MAC. so the
season wasn't a success.
This year, 1 need a good
MAC finish to make up for
my up-and-down dual meet
record "
Melting's toughest competition will come from Ball
State's Van Graham 115-32). Central's Pat Horan (4-0II, Ohio University's Tim
Shoemaker 16-11. Western's

Mark Sands (15-6) and
Bruce Wilson of Toledo. (124i. who is undefeated in
MAC dual meets
Metting. who started slow
this season, caught fire and
posted seven straight victories before losing one and
lying one last weekend.
"I just finally got in
shape." he said, "and my
attilude changed
Last

Tickets
A student ID ticket
exchange continues today in
the Memorial Hall ticket
office for tonight's hockey
game with Air Force and
tomorrow's basketball game
with Houston.
Tickets are also on sale
priced al (1 for students and
$2 for adults

weekend. I caught the flu at
Oil. and It's always hard to
win there anyway.
"I'VE HAD this mental
thing about wrestling mv
whole career." he said,
"even when I was at Toledo
Rogers (high school). I'm as
physically prepared for this
weekend as I can be. The
rest is mental preparation "
Metting said he felt added
pressure this season as the
team leader.
"Dennis O'Neil and Steve
Taylor aren't around anymore, and I fell more pressure," he said. "The slow
start really bothers me
because I was expected to
win When I started to win.
everything was okay."
To win the title or place
high this weekend, Metting
said he must constantly
hustle and not quit.
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Red-hot cogers host Houston
By Dick Rees
Assistant Sports Editor
When you're hot. you're
hot!
The Falcon cagers are an
excellent case in point as
they have won six straight
games,
including an
impressive 73-66 triumph
over Mid-American Conference (MAC) rival Ohio
University
Wednesday
night
Bowling Green will be
hoping to keep alive the
momentum that has carried
it to the victories, but
tomorrow night's Falcon
opponent is no pushover in
the mold of Chicago-Loyola
or Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
A "BIG-TIME" basketball
team, the University of
Houston, will invade Anderson Arena at 730 p.m.
tomorrow evening to take on
the Falcons
Bowling Green, now 16-8
overall and leading the MAC
with a 9-4 record, will be
facing a team that matches

Metting faces stiff competition
By Jerry Masek
Assistant Sports Editor

Delicti is backed up by Gary Batimch (49 points), Gerry
Micheletti (41 points) and Mario Mellum (48points).
Al Morrison with a 3 50 goals against average, will
probably be in goal for Air Force He stifled the BG attack
last year at the Academy when Air Force defeated the
Falcons. 2-1. The Falcons took the first game of that series
last year. (-2
MORRISON WILL have to contend with BG's Bob Dobefc
(72 points), Doug Ross (SB points) and Mike Hartmaa IS*
points). Hartman. a freshman, set a record for a newcomer
when he notched his 32nd goal last weekend.
Durable Steve Ball will again be bustling on the ice this
weekend. He set a Falcon record last week playing in his
138th consecutive game.
Mike Liut will be in goal for BG tonight and Al Sarachman
will handle the net chores tomorrow evening. Mason calls
this his "winning combination" of goalies.
BG's defensive pairs will have Tom Thomas and Al Leitch
skating together, and veteran Roger Archer and Tom Esper
will form the other defensive duo.

"If I have a mental breakdown, or if I get lazy or quit.
I won't even place." he said
The top three finishers in
each weight class qualify for
the NCAA national meet.
March 12-15. at Princeton
University.

its
"big1' reputation
physically.
The Cougar starters are 610 center Maurice Presley.
6-9 forward Louis Dunbar, 68 forward David Marrs. 6-4
guard Otis Birdsong and 6-2
guard Ed Risk a First man
off the bench is 6-2 freshman
guard Tony Smith, one of the
nation's top prepsters a year
ago.
Dunbar. a senior, and
Birdsong. a sophomore, both
have scoring averages that
hover around the 25-point
mark Both rank among the
nation's top 20 scorers
Houston is the only team in
the country that claims this
distinction

WINTER LOVE IT
OR LEJWE IT.'
You could win
a ski weekend for two
at Michigan's fabulous
Boyne Mountain Listen to WFAL 680a.m.
for details.

Houston has beaten South
Carolina this year, but has
dropped close decisions to
national powers Louisville.
North Carolina and Southern
California.
"As far as we're
concerned. I think we really
have got the momentum
going." Haley said. "The

kids are really playing
together."
THE FALCONS will be led
by senior guard Jeff Montgomery, who has raised his
team-leading
scoring
average to 18.2 with back-toback 26 point games against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and
Ohio University.
Skip Howard and Steve
Cooper are also coming off
fine performances against
the Bobcats
"The three of them (Montgomery.
Howard and
Cooper) all played probably
as well as thev can against
OU," Haley said. "They
played at their maximum
potential "

BG, AASU top choices
for Midwest swim title
By Lairl Leach
Sulf Writer
Starting this morning at
10. the Bowling Green state
champion women tankers
will attempt to outswim
their nemesis. Michigan
State in the Midwest Association of Intercollegiate
Women
(MAIAWl
championships at Central
Michigan.
Rated as one of the
midwest's powerhouses, BG
won the Midwest Championships in 1971-72 and again
in 1972-73. Last year, the
Falcons finished second to
Michigan State.
"I think there is always a
chance we can win in the
Midwest." said BG swim
coach Jean Campbell.
"MSU is seeded to win, but I
don't really know what kind
of depth they have We have
a lot of depth ,"
THE SPARTANETTES
are expected to dominate

Mik. Matting

As a team, the Cougars
114-9 going into last night's
game with Houston-Baptist)
are averaging over 90 points
per contest.
"We welcome playing a
team with a national
reputation like Houston."
Falcon head coach Pat
Haley said yesterday.

diving, while BG. as usual,
is experiencing a diving
deficit.
Freshman MiSue Finke is
the Falcon's only qualified
diver, and mav not be able
to perform due to a back
injury suffered In the state
tournament Michigan State
and Indiana University Id
also have the advantage of
having Olympic diving
coaches.
Swimming might be a
different story, however
"So far. the kids are
looking good and strong, and
working hard." said
Campbell. "As usual, we're
relying heavily on Barb
McKec. Becky Siesky and
Betsy Fisher Diane Wian is
also coming on strong ''
"OUR RELAYS will place
anyway, but if Barb can take
a few first, second or third
individual places, we'll have
that many more points." she
said.
BG is very strong in the

200 freestyle. Fisher has a
time of 2 02. and she is
backed up by Siesky (204).
co-captain Valerie Newell
(2:06). Wian (2:08) and
Diane Coppersmith and
Cheryl Kimball (2:09i.
LAST YEAR'S winning
time for the 400 freestyle
was 4:25. Fisher's current
time for that event is 4:22.
BG also has a strong
breaststroke team with
state winners Sharon
Ackron, Cathy Witkowski
and Ruth Hutchison.
Hutchison and Witkowski
also have a good chance of
qualifying for nationals in
the meet.
"Michigan suite and BG
are the strongest teams in
the tri-state area of
Michigan. Ohio and Indiana,
but I'm not sure what the
other teams can do." said
Campbell.
"We probably
won't win a lot of first
places, but our depth will be
our strength-as always"

BATCHELDER &
CONKLIN ALL
CAMPUS TEA
SAT. MARCH 1,
at

Dixie Electric Co.
from
2-6 p.m.
75* COVER CHARGE

Free shuttle bus leaving
from Union at 1:45 P.M.

352-5221

